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Marriages:

5th September
Rachael Harbinson & Christy Mason

Deaths:

27th August
Anne McCall
7th September
Louie Acheson
29th September
David Jeffrey
6th October
Margaret Roberts
28th October
Austin Bell
9th November
Maurice Kerr
20th November
Elsie Beggs
24th November
Marion Fitzsimmons
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Christmas Services
2020
Friday 25th December
10.00am Christmas Day Service
Please plan to join us for our Christmas
celebrations.
For all our services details
please check our website
and FaceBook page
or contact the office
on Tel: 02890 425035.
www.firstholywood.co.uk

Giving Thanks to God
At the end of his weighty tome, The City of God,
Augustine wrote: ‘Let those who think I have said too
little, or those who think I have said too much, forgive
me; and let those who think I have said just enough
join me in giving thanks to God.’ These words could
form a fitting conclusion to any sermon! They could
also be paraphrased and used at the end of this period
of Vacancy: if you think I have done too little, forgive
me; if you think I have stayed too long, forgive me; if
you think, by God’s grace, together we have done just
Rev. Nigel Craig
enough, then join with me in giving thanks to God!
Throughout, when the way ahead seemed unclear, the Lord led us by his Word
and Spirit in paths of righteousness, for his name’s sake; and even when it
seemed as though the darkness was descending, he was with us, his rod and
staff they comforted us (Psalm 23). The Lord certainly flooded our weaknesses
with strength, and caused our fear to fly; his every promise was enough for
every step we took, as he sustained us with arms of love and crowned us with
his grace (‘My heart is filled with thankfulness.’)
I would like you to join me in thanking God for the following people:
Foremost, I thank God for Craig,
your Clerk. Not only does he have
a great name (Craig!), but he also
possesses a winsome character, a
vibrant faith, a clear mind and an
unflagging commitment to doing
things well, seeking to bring them
to completion. I know that Craig
could not have done this without
the practical and prayerful support
of Jenny and the girls, who saw
less of Craig than normal during
these busy months. Being a Clerk
at the best of times is demanding, but throw into the mix a Vacancy and the
Covid pandemic, and matters are complicated threefold! I also thank God for
Craig’s friendship and humour.
Secondly, I thank the Lord for Kirk Session. It has been a joy – and I
mean that – working with a team of people with a shared Gospel vision, a
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commitment to prayer, and who are respectful of one another. Likewise, I
am grateful for the Church Committee, particularly with the added demands
of overseeing significant works at the Manse. We thank the Lord for our
secretaries, Fiona and Christina, Graeme our treasurer, Scott the finance
subcommittee convener, and those who oversaw the Manse project, namely
Stephen, Jenny and team.
Thirdly, I thank God for the ministry
team in First Holywood. Rev. Alan
Johnston conscientiously pastored the
congregation during the first stage of
the Vacancy (September 2019-March
2020), after which he was called to
Killinchy Presbyterian Church. It has
been a blessing to work with Kathleen,
who has given herself unstintingly to
compassionate pastoral care. I am also
so thankful for the efficiency of Nicola
in the office, and the dedication of
Christine with the music. At this stage
it would be appropriate to thank all who contributed to our online services
during lockdown, for those who took part, and those who oversaw the editing
process, in particular Ben and Dawson. Likewise, we thank all who have been
involved in facilitating our services in the church building: those leading our
music, Christine, Charles, singers and musicians, and those taking care of our
Audio-Visuals, Brendan, Richard, Paul and Colin. The Covid restrictions have
also placed greater demands on our stewards, so I thank God for Albert and
his well-organised team. I am grateful for Andrew, Carl, Graeme and their
volunteers for ensuring youth ministry continued during lockdown. I am also
thankful for Joe’s thoughtful advice and guidance.
Fourthly, I thank God for you the congregation of First Holywood. It was
an honour partnering with you. I thank the Lord for your patience during
this protracted Vacancy, for your prayerfulness, your kind messages of
encouragement, and for the respectful manner in which you have interacted
with me. I am very grateful for the generous gift I received on Sunday 22nd
November.
Fifthly, I thank God for a very supportive Presbytery Vacancy Commission,
who have provided necessary guidance as we tried to plot a course through
uncharted waters.
Sixthly, I thank God for Antónia’s patience throughout the process. Convening
a Vacancy requires extra meetings, often in the evenings and away from home
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(although Zoom has its advantages!). I know that Jenny Russell and Antónia
have a lot in common, aside from being excellent bakers!
And finally, I thank God for Rev. Stuart McCrea’s openness to prayerfully
explore the possibility of becoming your next minister, from our initial
approach in early 2020. Throughout the process Stuart has shown warmth,
enthusiasm and trust in the Lord. I join with you in thanking the Lord for
calling Stuart and Hazel, Luke, Evan and Caitlin to Holywood. I am confident
that they will receive the loving prayerful support that Noble, Florence and
family, enjoyed for many years.
I conclude by commending you to the grace of God, using the words of Paul:
‘I thank my God in all
my remembrance of
you, always in every
prayer of mine for you
all making my prayer
with joy, because of your
partnership in the gospel
from the first day until
now. And I am sure of
this, that he who began
a good work in you will
bring it to completion at
the day of Jesus Christ.’ (Phil. 1:3-5, ESV)
‘Glory be to God for all things!’ (John Chrysostom)

Thank You Nigel

I would like to extend my thanks on behalf of Session and the whole
congregation to Nigel for his ministry among us since September 2019
through the vacancy, including his wise and gracious leadership of Session,
his preaching and application of God’s word to our lives, particularly through
lockdown, his pastoral care to various critical pastoral situations and funerals,
his good relationships with the staff and the congregation, and his friendship
shared with us. Please continue to pray for him and his wife Antónia in their
ministry. You can also send your expressions of thanks to him at Belmont
Manse, Belmont Presbyterian Church, 92 Sydenham Avenue, Belfast BT4
2DT.
Craig Russell, Clerk of Session
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Blythswood Shoebox Appeal 2020
Despite all the Covid restrictions that have affected church
life over the last eight months, we were able to have some
feeling of normality through our annual shoe box collection. As always, the First Holywood congregation answered
the call of those in need and sent 114 shoeboxes to the
Blythswood Appeal this year. Thank you to everyone who
contributed.
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Storehouse North
Foodbank
Storehouse North Foodbank would like to thank
all who have supported them during this difficult time of Covid pandemic.
We continued to operate throughout lockdown with a very reduced but hard
working team of volunteers.
Up to the end of October we have given out £75,800 of groceries, which
helped 3,319 adults and children who were having a difficult time due to the
virus and loss of income. Due to increased donations we have been able to
include meat vouchers. Many thanks to those who donated money to enable us
to buy the vouchers and also to buy groceries that we had run short of.
Many, many thanks to all your members for their continued support at this
time.
From 7th-15th December we will be giving out our Christmas hampers. We will
be giving out in excess of 200 hampers this year.
These hampers will have food for seven days as well as Christmas goodies
such as mince pies, shortbread, Christmas puddings, Christmas cakes, large
tins of ham as well as chocolate goodies and bottles of Shloer. We would
appreciate any donations of these goodies.
Again many, many thanks for all your support.
God bless!

The generous will themselves be blessed,
for they share their food with the poor.
Proverbs 22:9
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Rachael Harbinson & Christopher Mason were married at First
Holywood on Saturday 5th September 2020.
Having our wedding during a pandemic was something
we never expected but this is a day we will always
cherish. Originally, we had a lot of plans in place but these
were quickly turned upside down with ever changing
restrictions. We decided to go ahead even though it
would be a scaled back version on what we had originally
thought. In the end we had 26 people and were lucky that
the weather allowed us to have this outside with a beautiful
ceremony led by Rev Stephen Lowry. This is something we
will never forget, especially all those who came to watch
and share in our special day. We feel so blessed to have
been able to go ahead and have such an intimate wedding.
Thank you for all of your prayers and kind words.

THE MANSE

All building work on the Manse has been completed and the McCrea family
will move into the Manse in early December. Thank you to all the trades that
completed the work and the committee members who oversaw the project.
Please do continue to support this work through your donations to the Building
fund.

Installation of Rev John Stuart McCrea

The Installation of Rev John Stuart McCrea BSc BD DipMin
took place in First Holywood Presbyterian Church on Wednesday 25th
November 2020 at 7.30pm in a closed service.
We welcome Stuart, Hazel, Luke, Evan and Caitlin, into this congregation in
the name of our Lord Jesus Christ and we recognise His call for Stuart to be
our minister here.
We have prayed throughout the vacancy process (and before) that God would
lead us through it to the person of His choice and we believe that He has done
that – and that also, He has been working with Stuart to bring us to this day.
We pray that, as a family, you will feel quickly at home among us, that you
will find the roles in this congregation and community that God has called you
to, and you will quickly find friendship and fulfilment in all that He has for
you here.
As a congregation, we commit ourselves to support you, to pray for you, and
to encourage you, as we journey forward in faith together, in partnership in
what God has for us to do.
Our thoughts and prayers are
also with the congregation
of Donemana at this time.
Ultimately, together we look
to God for His will to be
done, His kingdom to come
and for Him to build His
church here.

Meet our new Minister & Family
Stuart, Hazel, Luke, Evan and Caitlin McCrea

Thank you for the call to ministry within your congregation! Our family are
excited about joining a new church family, with room for each of us to grow individually, as a family unit, and as part of the church and community. Here
is a little bit about us personally.
I was born and raised in Portadown, within a Christian household, whose life
revolved around First Portadown Presbyterian Church. From my late teens,
God took me on a long journey of discipleship and fellowship away from my
home church, which eventually and unexpectedly led back to eldership in PCI,
and then ordained ministry within it! Ask me about it sometime.
I met Hazel in 1993 – married in 1997 and moved to Scotland where I began
a career in Medical Photography. We lived in Dalry (Ayrshire) for five years,
Tandragee for almost five years, then Millisle from 2006-2016.
I love listening to a wide variety of music, playing music, and singing. I love
spending time relaxing with Hazel, our kids and our beautiful black Lab, Lola.
I’m fascinated with guitars and other stringed instruments, especially ukuleles.
I enjoy console gaming, sci-fi movies, good coffee, rock-pooling, sharing a
meal with friends and family, and my most recent hobby is skateboarding!
I am passionate about sharing God’s truth and encouraging people in their
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relationship with God and one another – learning to use the gifts He has given
us, to love and serve Him and others, for His glory.
Hazel was born in Millisle, but spent later childhood and her teenage years in
Ballymoney. She studied Social Work in Paisley, then worked in Children &
Families teams in Irvine and Ardrossan. Hazel worked as classroom assistant
in Millisle Primary School, then as preschool teacher in Donemana. She loves
tea, reading, walking, swimming, badminton, baking and cooking, gardening,
watching old movies, and crocheting all manner of things. Hazel has a passion
for pastoral care and discipleship and loves to journey alongside people in
their faith.
Luke is twenty years old and in his final year of a Music degree at Magee in
Derry, with voice as primary instrument. Luke plays piano, guitar, ukulele
and clarinet, and is a gifted songwriter. He loves working out at the gym and
enjoys archery, swimming, reading and console gaming. He hopes to go on to
study for a Masters degree in Music Therapy.
Evan is sixteen years old and has just moved to Sullivan Upper. Evan would
happily read in a corner all day. He loves to sing and play ukulele and is
learning piano. He also plays bass guitar…loudly! He enjoys rugby, archery,
swimming, skateboarding, and console gaming. He also enjoys making stuff
with wood.
Caitlin is fourteen years old and is also at Sullivan Upper. She loves making
things, drawing things, chatting with her friends and drinking many cups of
tea. Caitlin loves to sing, and also plays piano, ukulele and is learning to play
guitar. She loves swimming in the sea, and console gaming – though not at the
same time.
As a family, we love to welcome people to our home and share in good food
and good craic – so we really look forward to when we will be able to do
that more freely at the manse on Victoria Road. Please don’t be shy – we’d
love you to drop by. In the meantime, feel free to get in contact by phone
07528366668 or
email stuart.mccrea@
gmail.com or you
can find and connect
with all of us on
FaceBook.
Grace and peace to
you.
Stuart McCrea
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WINTER WONDERLANDS
During 2020, while many of our normal
activities were curtailed, new opportunities
also opened up for many of us. Exercise
programmes, baking, crafts and lots of
online activities. Those who were able
to build regular walks into their routines
enjoyed a renewed connection with
nature. Taking photographs has never
been so uncomplicated, but perhaps, while
restrictions continue to loom over the next
months, it’s something you could take a
little more seriously. Winter months offer as
much beauty as any other time of the year.
Alongside some beautiful examples of her
photographic work, Elizabeth Laing offers
some simple but useful advice if you want
to take your photography to another level.
Maybe we’ll see some of your inspired
results on our cover!

Scenery tips

1. Be patient and practice
2. Go out in all seasons
3. Keep camera very still, by keeping it
close to your side
4. Take the same photo from at least 6
different angles, also look behind
5. Look for reflections in water
6. Use long exposure when taking
waterfalls and running water
7. Long exposure works better with a
tripod
8. Remember you will only get one chance
to take that perfect photo - everyday is
different light
9. Use Auto to start with but be prepared to
try and use the other settings - you will
be amazed
10. Most of all enjoy taking your photos!
12
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CHRISTMAS TRADITIONS

Nicola Lynn
Christmas is a time full of family customs and traditions, making it one of
the most wonderful seasons of the year. Here are some of the most common
Austrian Christmas traditions that I grew up with.
On December 6, Saint Nicholas goes
from house to house looking for all the
good and well-behaved children to give
them little sweets like nuts, mandarins
and chocolate. When the first Sunday
of Advent comes around there’s an
Advent wreath in nearly every Austrian
home usually handmade. Originally,
there were twenty four candles placed on each wreath. Nowadays, there are
only four. Every Sunday one more candle will be lit, until the fourth and last
Sunday of Advent.
Christmas Eve is the main day of Christmas celebration in Austria. Christmas
starts late in the afternoon on Heilige Abend. Families traditionally sing
carols around the Christmas tree, which is lit for the first time. The traditional
Christmas Eve dinner in Austria revolves around fish, which dates back from
a time when Christmas was seen by Catholics as a day of fast, and therefore
meat was off the menu. The classic Christmas dinner consists of carp fried
in butter, along with a variety of vegetables and potatoes. This is usually
followed by Sachertorte, Vienna’s most famous cake, or cookies such as
vanillekipferl (crescent-shaped biscuits made with nuts).
You might also be offered a slice of Stollen which originally hails from
Germany, but it is incredibly popular around Christmas time in Austria too.
Fiendishly rich, packed full of fruit and marzipan and laced with a punchy
kick of rum, it is the definition of Austrian Christmassy cake.
Austrians are big fans of cookies and
pastries. When Christmas comes around,
many Austrians bake cookies. The
most popular ones among Austrians are
Vanillekipferl, Spitzbuben (rascals) or
ginger bread. I have many fond memories
of helping to bake Christmas biscuits with
my Oma (grandmother) and filling at least
a dozen different biscuit tins which were
hidden in a secret passage behind her
bedroom wardrobes. When it was time for afternoon coffee I would be allowed
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to accompany her to the secret passage to select the biscuits to offer our guests,
of course any biscuits that were tasted whilst we were retrieving them would
remain an unspoken secret between us!
The twelve nights around Christmas are called “Rauhnächte”. People prepare a
mixture of blaze, incense, palm branches from Easter and consecrated herbals
and spread the scent in the whole house. They believe that this custom keeps
evil spirits and misfortune out of the house. The most important Rauhnächte
are 21.12. (Thomasnacht), 24.12. (Christnacht), 31.12. (Silvesternacht) and
5.1. (Dreikönigsnacht).
In Austria, children don’t believe in Santa Claus but in the Christkind (Christ
Child) who delivers presents to children all over the world. Some families
open the window on the evening of December 24, so the Christkind can come
in.

Oma’sVanillekipferl (Austrian Vanilla Crescent Cookies)
Ingredients
175g butter, unsalted, cold, cut into chunks
250g plain flour			
120g ground almonds (or walnuts)
65g icing sugar
2 egg yolks			
1 Tbsp vanilla sugar*
For the Topping
65g icing sugar				
1 Tbsp vanilla sugar*
Instructions
Place the butter and flour in to the bowl of your food processor. Pulse to
combine until the mixture resembles coarse crumbs. Place the mixture in a
large bowl.
Add the ground almonds, icing sugar, vanilla sugar, salt, and egg yolks to the
mixture. Knead the dough with your hands in the bowl until it comes together,
5 min.
Divide the dough into 4 equal pieces, shape each into a ball. Place the balls in
a sealed plastic bag or covered bowl in the refrigerator for at least half an hour,
up to 2 days, to develop flavor.
Preheat the oven to 1750C. Remove the dough from the refrigerator.
Remove one ball of dough from the refrigerator. Roll it into a rope, 12 inches
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long. Cut the rope into 12 even pieces. Roll each piece into a 3-4 inch rope
and shape it into a crescent. Place the shaped crescents onto a baking sheet
lined with parchment or a non-stick baking mat, ½ inch apart. Repeat with the
remaining dough, removing one ball of dough from the refrigerator at a time,
until you have filled one tray.
Bake the cookies, one tray at a time, for 11-12 min, until the tips of the
crescents just start to turn a light golden brown.
Remove the pan from the oven. (And place your second, cool tray with shaped
cookies in the oven to bake, if necessary.)
Let the baked cookies rest on the baking sheet for 2-3 minutes while you
prepare your sugar mixture. Mix 65g icing sugar and 1 Tbsp vanilla sugar
together in a shallow bowl.
Take the warm cookies from the baking sheet and carefully coat them in the
sugar mixture. Place the coated cookies on a wire rack to finish cooling.
Repeat as needed with the remaining cookies.
Leave the cookies out overnight to harden, and then transfer them to an air
tight container to store for up to 1 week.
Dont’ forget to take a photo now you have baked them!
Notes
*To make your own vanilla sugar: Mix 1 cup of sugar with the seeds of 1
vanilla pod. OR Place ½ tsp pure vanilla extract and ¼ c sugar in your food
processor. Pulse until the sugar is evenly colored. Spread the sugar on a plate
to dry. It will clump slightly as it dries. Once dry, return the sugar to the food
processor and pulse until fine. Store in an airtight container in a cool and dry

place.
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TIDINGS OF COMFORT

MENTAL AND SPIRITUAL HEALTH IN TESTING TIMES
Looking after our mental health has become a priority during the Covid
pandemic. The British Red Cross has been promoting the C.A.L.M.E.R.
approach, an acronym which helps you remember a few healthy steps to
take when you or someone you know feels anxious or helpless in the current
situation. These are outlined in the first section which follows.
In the second section, Caroline Thompson helpfully turns our thoughts
towards the ways we can trust in God more fully during these testing times,
giving attention to our spiritual well-being and how, with a focus on faith, the
resources open to us will allow us to thrive, rather than merely survive.

CALMER
C - Consider your own needs, and those closest to you.
You will only be able to care for others as best you can if you are also looking
after your own physical and mental health too. Eat well, sleep well, exercise
mind and body.
A - Acknowledge the source of stress, and how it impacts upon you.
Identifying an issue is the first step in fixing it. Remember that social media
and television news can be a hindrance as well as a help. Gather your
information from trusted sources, such as the WHO website and your local
health authorities platforms, to help you distinguish fact from rumours.
L - Listen to how you’re feeling mentally and physically.
It’s normal to become frustrated or angry as a result of restrictions. These are
completely reasonable
things to be feeling, so
don’t berate yourself if
you’re having a bad day.
M - Manage your stress
and regain control.
If you are currently
working from home, try to
take the same breaks you
would if you were at your
normal place of work. Try
to set yourself a dedicated time for when to down tools and start with the rest
of your day or evening.
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Remember the six important R’s - Resilience. Responsibility. Reflection.
Relaxation. Relationships. Refueling. Recreation.
E - Enable - what has enabled you to cope with stress in the past?
Engaging in activities you enjoy and find relaxing will help you keep a sense
of normality about your day and help you keep things in perspective. Amplify
positive and hopeful stories or images. Keep things in perspective: ultimately,
there is a global effort being made to combat this virus and even by simply
staying home you are doing your part.
R - Resource - what do you need to put steps in place?
Think about the resources you need that will help with all of the above. Is it
input from friends and family? Is it more alone time particularly if you spend
your days in close proximity to other members of your household? Take the
time to find a balance.

Surviving or Thriving

Caroline Thompson
Living in this pandemic has been challenging for many of us physically,
mentally and spiritually. Although the secular world focuses on how to
‘survive’ these difficult times God wants more for his children, he wants us to
thrive. How do we do this?

Remember who we are

We are children of God. He created us and wired into the very fabric of our
being the need for connection. We were designed first for connection to God
(through Christ) and secondly for connection with those we share our lives
with. When we are connected to God through prayer, Bible, worship or acts of
service, this has a deep impact on our spiritual and mental wellbeing.

Romans 8:16-17
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Stay connected

The pandemic has forced us to feel less connected to others (especially face
to face) but what about our sense of connectedness to God? Although we
remain socially distanced from loved ones, no such barrier exists with God.
We all respond to suffering in different ways having a tendency to either
move towards God and others (to share our pain) or turn away from them (to
cope alone). God is always present and waiting for us to connect with Him,
we cannot escape this, “where shall I flee from your presence?” (Psalm 139
v7). Can we connect to God today through prayer? If this is hard, try to find
someone who will pray for or with you.

Be compassionate

Our God is the God of compassion. In the midst of this
pandemic many are experiencing fear, anxiety, grief or
loss. The Bible reminds us that suffering can push us to
feel and behave in unhelpful ways with one another e.g.
criticising, being unforgiving, judging or being selffocused. Remain mindful of how easily we wound one
another when emotions are engaged. As children of God
we are called to be compassionate and forgiving towards
others, in the same way that God forgave us. Can we ask
God to show us how to grow compassion?

Remember the hope of heaven

We believe God has a plan in which this pandemic is but one chapter. God’s
great story of redemption continues as we stay connected to him and commit
ourselves to His work of building one another up in Christlikeness and
growing his church. Can we look around us at those in our church family (and
outside) whom we can show God’s love and support to, even in a small way?

Ephesians 2:19 - 22
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MAKE ROOM FOR PRAYER THIS CHRISTMAS
Last Christmas, we could scarcely have foreseen how an emerging new
strain of virus would dramatically change our way of life across the whole
globe. Even now, with positive news of vaccines, our health, work, education
and economy are far from secure. It’s not easy under such circumstances to
continue to trust in God’s good and sovereign order, and the first thing that
can suffer is our prayer life. The Victorian author George Macdonald affirmed
- “That person is perfect in faith who can come to God in the utter dearth of
feelings and desires, without a glow or an aspiration, with the weight of low
thoughts, failures, neglects, and wandering forgetfulness, and say to Him, ‘You
are my refuge’.”
Sometimes, when we feel empty of words for God, a written prayer can be
useful to focus our hearts and minds. Below are some prayers that might be
used and repeated during the weeks of Advent and Christmas. It might seem
a little artificial or mechanical to pray this way, but, as an ancient treatise on
prayer reminds us - “this frequent service of the lips imperceptibly becomes
a genuine appeal of the heart, sinks down into the inward life, becomes
a delight, becomes as it were, natural to the soul, bringing it light and
nourishment and leading on to union with God.”
God is, and remains, our refuge in all circumstances and at all times. So,
especially in this season of ‘glad tidings of great joy,’ let’s look to Him with
renewed love and trust.

MONDAY

Lord, at the close of this difficult year, remind us of the promise of your
presence and roll back the clouds of doubt and pessimism. Fill our individual
lives with servant love and direct the nations to a humble awareness of You.
For you are God, rich in mercy, strong in righteousness, ready to make your
home with us, now and forever. Amen.

TUESDAY

Lord Jesus Christ,
Come and dwell in our hearts this Christmas time, so that our homes may be
filled with joy and peace. May no ill-temper, impatience, envy or jealousy
spoil the gladness of your birthday, but may love shine in our midst, bringing
light to all our hearts and minds. Amen.
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WEDNESDAY
Compassionate and holy God,
we celebrate with joy your coming into our midst;
we celebrate with hope your coming into our midst;
we celebrate with peace your coming into our midst;
for you have come to save us.
By your grace we recognise your presence in men and women in all parts of
your troubled world.
Through your strength our lives can proclaim joy and hope;
through your love we can work for peace and justice.
You are the source of our being;
you are the light of our lives. Amen.

THURSDAY

Lord Jesus, we greet your birth with delight for you are precious beyond
words.
Our world needs your presence more than ever. Let the angel’s promise of
your good news of peace and joy to all the world be heard by those who lead
and guide. Let rulers bow down and all creation greet this holy moment as we
seek to grasp its magnitude.
For you are God’s gift silently delivered to every human heart. Amen.

FRIDAY

Almighty God, Mary gave birth to a Son who offers salvation to the whole
world.
May we, like Mary, both treasure Him in our hearts and bring Him to all
people, through the same Christ our Lord. Amen.

SATURDAY

Heavenly Father, please comfort those for whom Christmas may hold little
joy. Who may receive no gifts or cards; who may not have money to buy the
presents they would love to give to others; who may not enjoy a Christmas
dinner or the companionship of friends and family; whose days may be
overshadowed by memories of sad losses or uncertain health. Grant them the
warmth of your lovingkindness and give us the sensitivity, compassion and
grace to be alert to their needs and support and uplift them. For your name’s
sake. Amen.
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SUNDAY

O God our Father, who by the bright shining of a star led the wise men to the
city of David:
guide us by the light of your Spirit, that we too may come into the presence of
Jesus and offer our gifts and our worship to Him, our Saviour and our Lord.
Amen.

A Prayer for Christmas Eve
O God who has made this most hallowed night resplendent with the glory of
the true Light; grant that we who have known the mysteries of that Light on
earth, may enter into the fulness of His joys in Heaven. Amen.

Prayers for Christmas Day
Almighty God, who has poured upon us the new light of your incarnate Word;
grant that the same light enkindled in our hearts may shine forth in our lives;
through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.
Loving Father, help us to remember the birth of Jesus, that we may share in
the song of the angels, the gladness of the shepherds and the wisdom of the
wise men.
Close the door of hate and open the door of love all over the world.
Let kindness come with every gift and good desires with every greeting.
Deliver us from evil by the blessing which Christ brings and teach us to be
merry with clean hearts.
May Christmas morning make us happy to be your children and Christmas
evening bring us to our beds with grateful thoughts, forgiving and forgiven,
for Jesus’ sake. Amen.
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THE ANGEL’S MESSAGE
Stoop down
Adore, and let
The light of Glory pour
Upon thee.
Come, see,
For he is seeking thee.
So small and yet so wise
Creator of the world, He lies.
Oh, let thyself be found ....
And joy abound.
A poem from Burnham Abbey
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Christmas Desert Island Discs…..

I’ve been singing Christmas
chorale music since the
moment when, at age
seven, I joined the church
choir of St Patricks in
Templepatrick. There were
five of us of the same age
and we joined with the
Senior Choir to robe every
Sunday and process in to
lead the congregation in
music. The candlelit service
of nine lessons and carols was always the highlight of the year and we would
learn ten different pieces. At that time, it was the simple joy of singing and
the beauty of the music that moved me rather than any real understanding of
the words that I was singing and the melodies of those Christmas hymns have
remained with me to this day.
In recent years, I have loved singing with Belfast Community Gospel Choir
and our Christmas concert is usually the highlight of the year. The rhythms
may be different, but the joy of the music is still as palpable.
As we approach Christmas, I have found myself reflecting more and more
on the words of Christmas songs that have not only moved me but have
also caused me to reflect in a much deeper way on Jesus, and so it is a small
selection of songs that I would like to leave with you that you also might have
opportunity to reflect on, and wonder at, over this period.
Truly He taught us to love one another;
His law is Love and His gospel is Peace
The second verse of O Holy Night by Adolphe Adam, sometimes gets
overshadowed by the first which is one of the most well-known and loved
Christmas carols of all time. However, it is this beautiful line that catches
in my soul when I sing this with BCGC. With the law being the set of rules
that we know as standard, how beautiful and powerful to describe the law, or
standard, set by Jesus to simply be love!
In the darkness we were waiting: without hope, without light. ‘Til from heaven
you came running. There was mercy in your eyes…
This new Christmas song was released by Hillsong Worship last year and
I found that it moved me because of the number of Christian truths that it
captures within its verses. Starting with the darkness of sin, it likens Jesus to
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one running to save us. For me, this brings echoes of the father of the prodigal
son, running undignified to embrace his son who had rejected him years
earlier. The verses that follow reflect the death and resurrection of Jesus, and
the final verse speaks of the birth of the church and declares that the truth of
the gospel continues to burn: And the church of Christ was born, then the
Spirit lit the flame – now this gospel truth of old shall not yield, shall not
faint…
A human baby bearing undiminished deity.
These words, from Immanuel by Michael Card, make me reflect on the
absolutely astonishing way in which our Father God chose to rescue us
from our sin – by sending His only Son, not with fanfares of glory or
demonstrations of power or might, but as a baby.
Nine years ago, on the Sunday before Christmas, Noble stood up to do the
birthday bucket and, while there were no birthdays in church that day, he was
able to announce to the congregation that there had been a birth – our Emma
had been born in the early hours of the morning; and Craig, Lily and I were
able to introduce her to the congregation the following Sunday: Christmas
morning. I am very aware of the privilege that it is to be a mother and that it
is one which does not come lightly. I can still remember the overwhelming
burden of responsibility that I felt when each of our girls was passed into my
arms by the attending midwife. This tiny living, breathing person who I had
carried for nine months and who was completely helpless, was now somehow
our responsibility to bring up in this world. (It was a big enough step to just
take each of them out of the doors of the hospital!!). It is with this reality that
I find myself left almost breathless at the fearsome
reality of these lines written by Mark Lowry and
Buddy Greene from Mary Did you Know:
“This child that you’ve delivered, will soon deliver
you”
“When you kiss your little baby, you kiss the face
of God”
“That sleeping child you’re holding is the great I
Am”
I hope and pray that you will have the opportunity
this Christmas to reflect on some of these amazing
words and be awestruck at the incredible lengths
that God went to, to save us and show us how
much He loves us…. Every blessing and much
love.
Jenny Russell
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SUCH A WORLD AS THIS - MISSION NEWS
Naturally, with our concerns over COVID-19 and its implications at a local
level, we have been less conscious of how other countries have been coping.
The Presbyterian Church in Ireland has global mission workers operating in
many of the most vulnerable parts of the world and, over the years, we have
had visits from and connections with a number of them. These months have
been especially trying for them, so as a reminder to continue in prayer we
highlight some of their current activities and needs.
Naomi Keefe lives in Recife/Olinda in
Northeast Brazil, working alongside the
Peixinhos congregation of the Presbyterian
Church of Brazil, reaching out to the poor
communities around them. Naomi is training
teachers and church leaders to engage with
the surrounding favelas (shantytowns). Most
recently, she has reported that the COVID-19
figures for the Recife area are 8500 deaths and 156,000 cases since March.
School lessons are still online at the moment and masks and social distancing
restrictions are in place. Though they can’t meet physically, children and
families have been enjoying the Good News Club and can borrow books,
including Pilgrim’s Progress, which they’re
studying, from the Reading Room. She asks us to
give thanks for health and safety for the team and
to pray for families who are missing other families
and friends. Also to pray for those who have not
been able to leave the favela for seven months, that
volunteers who visit them under restrictions would
have wisdom and creativity.
You can view Naomi’s newsheets on the
PCI website. Her email, if you wish to send an encouraging message, is
naomikeefe@hotmail.com
Diane Cusick is Early Childhood Development
Co-ordinator with the Church of Central Africa,
Presbyterian Synod of Zambia. Based in Lusaka, she
works with children and teachers, currently visiting
centres in Southern Zambia. The temperatures at present
are extremely hot, so mask-wearing is very demanding!
She will have given reports at the Synod meetings in
November on child protection and is planning a week
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of training for teachers in December. She asks for prayer for teachers and
children who struggle to adhere to health regulations in the intense heat and
for health and safety as she travels. Give thanks also for her virtual contacts of
friendship and worship. You can also find Diane’s regular news updates on the
PCI website and, should you wish to send an encouraging word, her email is
diane.ecd@gmail.com.
A number of years ago, we partnered with Mission Aviation Fellowship
(MAF) who work to bring lifesaving and humanitarian aid to some of the
poorest and most inaccessible communities on earth. Even with reduced
capacity, due to various government restrictions in the countries they work
in, MAF have been transporting much needed supplies to fight coronavirus,

including masks, oximeters and temperature devices. In South Sudan, MAF
has been flying Ministry of Health doctors to deliver necessary training in
coronavirus awareness. Pray that MAF will continue to have good relations
with the governments of countries in which it operates. Pray for the safety and
health of staff and pilots and that they will continue to learn and adapt during
these unpredictable times.
You can get more information for prayer at www.maf-uk.org/pray/get-ourprayer-diary.
Let’s also continue to remember the people of Kosova, many of whom were
shown the practical love of Christ through Colin and Gail with committed
support from many of our young people, for whom trips to Kosova were
formative experiences. Kosova has confirmed a total of 12,683 COVID-19
cases, including 488 deaths. Recent new measures have included night
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curfews in high risk areas and limited hours
for business, shops, hotels, restaurants and bars
in lower risk areas. Within the last weeks, the
EU has agreed to provide 26.5 million Euro to
help the country deal with COVID-19. Please
remember those communities which benefitted
from the KSG summer camps, palliative care
training, ambulances, building projects and
much more over the years and pray that this aid
will reach them, that they’ll be kept healthy, safe
and secure in these difficult times. There is still
an archive of images on the KSG Facebook page to refresh your memory and
help focus your prayers.
Please also remember our very successful project with Fields of Life,
providing wells for the Bidi Bidi refugee camp in northern Uganda, ‘home’
to 232,000 people! Bidi Bidi has been
seriously affected by food shortages
because of lockdown restrictions and aid
cuts, pushing refugees to the brink of
starvation. In September, clashes between
refugees and local people at a water point
led to the deaths of ten people. Since
March, schools have been closed, in Bidi
Bidi more than 80,000 children have
been affected. As well as losing out on
education, this can also affect access to safe water, food and mental health
support, not to mention, for the most vulnerable, an increased exposure to
sexual, physical and psychological abuse. Pray for Fields of Life as they try to
continue ‘Smart Water’ projects in Uganda. Pray for those who are dependent
on the three wells we provided and for the aid agencies and Ugandan
government as they try to cope with the overwhelming crisis. You can find
out more and also give financial support via Fields of Life, Oxfam, UN World
Food Programme and other organisations.
Ever since Joe and Janet’s service in Nepal, we’ve kept an eye on the work of
the United Mission to Nepal (UMN). Covid-19 reached a peak of cases there
during October and have since seen a reduction. There have been 224,000
cases and 1,361 deaths. As the virus has spread, panic and uncertainty has
often followed. UMN is doing all it can to prevent and control the situation
among staff and in project areas. Cluster offices have been allowed to reopen
and staff are working with local governments in Mugu, Rukum and Bajhang
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to translate the official coronavirus awareness and prevention messages to
reach villages in their local language. Many small businesses have been struck
down by lockdown and public transport seriously disrupted. UMN’s hospitals
at Tansen and Okhaldhunga, which serve up to 150,000 patients a year in their
rural districts, are at the frontline of the response. Up to 80% of the hospital
income comes from patient fees and they’ve seen a severe shortfall. Just
when they need to scale up for coronavirus, they may need to lay off staff.
There have also been problems with renegotiating the Hospital Agreement
with the Government of Nepal. Please pray for these difficulties and you can
help practically by supporting UMN’s “Save Our Hospitals” appeal on their
website.
Pray for safety, health and wisdom for the PCI’s Peter and Valerie
Lockwood, still working
in Nepal today, Peter as
Programme Adviser and serving
on UMN’s leadership team and
Valerie assisting in their human
resources department. Also
remember Peter and Jayne
Fleming, who have had to
return from Nepal but continue
to work remotely from home
in Coleraine. Peter interacting
with UMN staff and Jayne hoping to return to remote teaching soon. Pray for
guidance as they consider their return to Nepal. You can keep updated with
both couple’s monthly bulletins on the PCI website and read latest news on the
United Mission to Nepal website.
The United Appeal for Mission is at the very heart of the
Presbyterian Church in Ireland. Every aspect of the Church’s
mission depends to some extent on United Appeal. It supports
projects, programmes and staff at home and overseas. It
helps congregations and individuals to build God’s Kingdom
through youth and children’s ministry, social action and the
training of leaders, for example.
We ask the congregation to continue to support this vital
work through their donations to the United Appeal. Contributions for 2020
need to be received no later than Sunday 3rd January 2021 and clearly marked
for 2020.
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CHRISTMAS - PAST AND PRESENT

Maureen McCartney
Christmas is a time, amidst the tinsel and trumpery, for shared memories and
reflections of both joy and sadness. Bob and I have been together since school
days, and over a period of sixty years have experienced changing Christmases.
When Bob’s mother died, he came to live with my parents because he had
no living relatives in Northern Ireland and was just absorbed into the family.
We were not particularly well off, but my parents were rich in kindness and
generosity, with a willingness to share whatever they had. Their faith was
never overt, but, if God is love, they were well acquainted with Him. In
the early days, both before and after our marriage, we had Christmas with
my family. It was relatively stress-free as we put up decorations, sorted the
presents and prepared the turkey, etc. There were no oven-ready birds in those
days and Bob was persuaded to put
on his rubber gloves and clean the
turkey, as we were all too squeamish.
My mother made the pudding and
the rest were assigned a variety of
jobs, so that all was ready in time.
After clearing up, some listened to the
Queen’s Speech on the radio in the
early days and then, when we acquired
a television, we watched Billy Smart’s
Christmas Circus, which sent us all to sleep. I do not remember the tensions
and disputes which now appear to be a feature of so many family gatherings at
Christmas and which are often a subject of advice in the tabloids as to how to
survive Christmas.
The arrival of our children moved us on to the second stage of Christmas.
Although, for a while, we went to my parents, where the children enjoyed
much fussing and attention, and we just handed them over, relieved of our
responsibilities. By the late Sixties, we entered a new phase, when my parents
came to live with us. My father’s life was a testament to the saying, “take no
thought for the morrow, let the morrow take thought of the things of itself”.
Father was so generous with all his earnings that he failed to provide for his
retirement. But God provided us with the perfect solution, as we were able to
buy a house with a granny-flat, where they lived and enhanced their and our
children’s lives enormously. In 1988, my mother died and our youngest child
went off to university, so the nest was empty. They all returned at Christmas,
sometimes with friends and in later years with our grandchildren. My parents
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always believed there should be a
place at the table for the ‘stranger at
the gate’ and this is a tradition still
observed by our children, not just at
Christmas, but through the year. These
Christmasses were much more hectic
than in the early days, as we had many
people to cater for. Christmas Eve
was frenetic - there was the turkey to
be prepared, the stockings to be filled
and remaining presents to be wrapped. The wrapping became increasingly
haphazard, requiring much sellotape as the night wore on. Getting to bed at 2
or 3am, we foolishly hoped that our stern but useless admonitions to children
and then to grandchildren, to stay in bed until at least 7am, would be acted on.
All too soon, we could hear excited voices which became higher and higher as
the present-opening progressed.
This year, Christmas with lockdown will be unique, with no parents, children
or grandchildren.
There is a benefit, in
that we will be able
to reflect upon the
well of happiness
afforded to us in the
past, without the
distractions of all
the pressures and
activities of previous
Christmasses, and
to think about the
essential message
of Christmas,
with the birth of Christ. Over two thousand years ago, the most amazing,
phenomenal happening occurred when God sent His Son to live among us,
to teach us, and ultimately to die in agony on the cross, to pay for our sins.
With an increasingly secular Christmas, many do not consider what they
are celebrating, or why. The birth of Christ has disappeared into Orwell’s
‘Memory Hole’. Without a belief in the birth of Christ, Christmas can
become, at best, a sharing of time with friends and family; at worst, an empty,
self-indulgent celebration, instead of a joyous recognition of new hope for
humankind.
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LEARNING IN THE ‘NEW NORMAL’
Transition to a new school or from school to
college/university can be traumatic at the best of
times. This year, it’s been especially strange. We
invited a few of our young people to share some of
their experiences over the past few unpredictable
months. Thanks to everyone for your great
contributions.
Zoë Woods, Mathematics with Finance, Queen’s University
I started university in September 2019, so half of my university experience
to date has been under covid restrictions. The half that wasn’t under covid
restrictions included several lecturer strike periods, it’s fair to say my
university experience to date hasn’t been at all “normal”. The changes I’ve
noticed under covid restrictions are obviously online lectures, tutorials and
practicals; I miss the support of being in person where it was a lot easier to
concentrate and ask questions, however, some of the online lectures can be
entertaining when people forget to mute themselves( ). CU has been online
through zoom and my small group has been online as well, thankfully Home
Fellowship has still met in person, socially distanced and having to book a
week in advance, but I’ve really enjoyed still being able to attend this. All of
this means it’s very difficult to meet new people and build relationships but
I’m thankful for the friends I already had and the new friends I have been
able to meet online and I look forward to the day we can return to “normal”
university life.
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Rory Cunningham, Mathematics with Finance, Queen’s University
Hi! I hope everyone is keeping well and has a great Christmas this year
despite how different it may have to be. I am now in second year at Queen’s
University and it started off with 3 hours of in-person teaching a week and
everything else being taught online. Very soon Queens decided to move all
teaching online - at least until after the Christmas break. From a learning
point of view, being online has been fine; lecture recordings are able to be
listened to as much as you like and tutorials given over Microsoft Team calls
are not too different from being in person. Socially it has been a much more
challenging year (like it has been for everyone!) with very little chance to
meet new people, socialize with friends or enjoy the normal “Uni experience”,
but I am very thankful for having almost had a full first year of normality to
get to know other people before Covid restrictions came in. The library at
Queens is still open so I try to get down to it often enough for a change of
scenery from working in the house, but it is generally very empty and quiet
compared to normal. Clubs and societies have either been online or socially
distanced in person with a limited number of people allowed which makes it
tricky to spend time with friends I have from certain activities such as CU.
As great as Zoom is, it is certainly not the same as seeing people in person.
However, a positive of some things being done over Zoom is that I have been
able to get involved in the Queen’s Christians in Sport group (run at 8am on a
Wednesday). This has enabled me to meet new people, encouraged and taught
me more ways to share my faith and pray alongside other Christians from the
group for my teammates from Holywood Football Club, friends and fellow
coaches at tennis. The group has been a real blessing to be involved with and
I am excited to see what God will do in the various teams those that attend the
group are involved in.
It has been a very strange and challenging term and I cannot wait to get back
to normal university life! Hope everyone stays safe and well over the holidays!
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Hi, I’m Phoebe Henderson.
When we went into lockdown in March, I never
believed that primary school was finished.
Unfortunately, our school trip to Edinburgh was
cancelled, our leavers assembly went virtual and any
learning we did do was on google classroom...with
much less patient teachers at home!
Thankfully some parents stepped in to organise
leavers hoodies and a year book so we have some
good memories of P7. During lockdown, we got
letters to tell us of our next school-I was glad not to be
at school then.....
Now that I’ve started Sullivan, I’m disappointed to
still sit in one classroom for the majority of lessons, although it does mean I
don’t need to navigate the one way system around the big school! It’s difficult
to make new friends and hockey is the only club to have started face to face,
CU is still online. I’m looking forward to things being ‘normal’ and having the
experience of big school properly.
Rachel McCullough
When school stopped on 20th March, I just couldn’t quite believe it. Our
teacher gave us a party and we were allowed to wear our new ‘Leavers 2020’
hoodies which had been purchased for our P7 trip
to Manchester, which sadly didn’t happen. This
was probably the worst thing about lockdown.
From March to June I did schoolwork every
morning and helped on the farm, which I loved,
especially as the weather was great. I have settled
into Bangor Academy really well as about 25% of
our P7 year group went too. I don’t like wearing
a mask, but it means we can move to different
classrooms and do practical subjects like Science
and H.E.. So far, so good!
My name is Mark McCall and last year I was in P7 at Dundonald Primary
School. When I first heard that school was to close on Friday 20th March, I felt
happy – no more school for a while – yippee – every child’s dream. Before
finishing school that day I got my school shirt signed by all the teachers – we
had a fun day and not much work was done.
Over lockdown my teacher had set some school work for me to do but it
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wasn’t much and only took an hour or two each day, which
meant I was free to do other stuff in the good weather.
However, as each week of homeschooling passed it became
more clear to me that I probably wasn’t going to get back
to school to see my friends and finish my P7 year and this
made me sad.
I had been looking forward to all the fun things P7’s get to
do every year after their AQE – our trip to Lorne, P7’s fun
day and leavers assembly and lots of other stuff – and I felt
upset that I was missing out on these fun things.
I went to school briefly one morning to collect my hoodie
from my teacher and get a few pictures of me in my hoodie
by the school sign which was nice. The school had also put
a massive sign on the gate which had pictures of all the P7’s on it and it was
wishing us all the best in our new schools.
So, after the summer I was off to Regent and I was really looking forward to
it as I was going with my friend and my brother was already there. I had been
told starting ‘big school’ would be different to what it normally would be like.
Instead of moving from class to class between subjects we stay in the same
classroom all day and the teachers come to us –although I haven’t experienced
big school in any other way, I feel that this has helped me settle in to Regent
really well. The thing I do miss is all the practicals in Home Economics,
Science and Technology – I am looking forward to them some day. I am really
enjoying my new school and have made some lovely new friends and although
I don’t get to see them, I still get to play with my friends from primary school
on the internet, which is good.
Chloe Davies
Lockdown happened the week after I had just finished performing my P7
play, Annie. It is a memory that I will have to treasure. At the beginning of
lockdown I was really glad to be off school. I did think that I would be back
before the end of P7. Unfortunately that didn’t happen and I missed lots of
exciting things like my trip to Edinburgh, Grade 3 violin exam, Leavers’
Assembly and Musical night. I did get to visit school one last time on my own
to say goodbye to my teacher.
In August, when I heard I had to start my new school I was very scared and
excited. I didn’t know what to expect but I wanted to see my friends. School is
different with class bubbles, wearing masks in the corridor, sanitising stations
and teachers wearing visors but I am so glad to be in school making memories
with my new friends.
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UPDATE YOUTH & CHILDREN’S MINISTRY
Children’s Ministry
November saw a welcome return to
Children’s Ministry in the congregation,
albeit not as we know it. For three Sundays a
limited number of children enjoyed a simple
but fun programme of Bible teaching during
the morning service, all, of course, in a
socially distanced way. This was just a first
step but it is hoped that it can be developed
and built on in the New Year and we thank
God for this opportunity.
Bible Resources
It started with a simple idea: “wouldn’t it be great to get a Bible book to the
children in the church?” It resulted in Bible resources being delivered to
140 children and young people aged 0-18 with any connection to our church
through organisations or the “cradle roll”. This was a huge effort and we are
grateful to Nicola in the office in particular and pray that God will use these
resources to bless the homes to which they went.
Youth Ministry
It won’t have escaped your attention that
youth ministry has not been happening
this year as it did previously, but regular
online activities kept the young people
from Connect, Pitstop and Young Life in
touch before the summer. With the relaxing
of lockdown over the summer, there was
a welcome evening of games and chips
in August, all from two metres apart! It
became clear quickly, however, that none
of these three organisations would be able to restart in the usual way, so the
leaders came together to create new opportunities for young people. Almost 30
young people have been meeting weekly in four small groups, either in person
on online (depending on restrictions) and this has been a huge encouragement.
We have also held two “Together” meetings (one in the church and one online)
for all the young people…together…for Bible teaching and discussion. It was
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hoped to also arrange some social activities but the changing restrictions have
not allowed this and hopefully December may see this happen along with
another Together event. The BB and GB have not been able to meet and at
the time of writing it is unclear what the new year will hold, but the leaders
of both organisations have reached out to families to offer encouragement and
friendship.

Prayer for Youth and Children’s Ministry
• Please pray for all the children and young people connected with the
congregation, in whatever way. This has been such a challenging time for
them in school, at home and in church as everything has been different.
• We ask God to care for each individual, physically and spiritually, and that
each will feel a sense of belonging to our church community which will
endure past the end of the pandemic.
• We also pray for parents as their role in raising their children and young
people to have faith in Christ becomes more important than ever.
• Pray too for the leaders who have begun to engage in some children’s
ministry, those who have been leading youth small groups and Together,
and for the uniformed leaders who have desperately missed the boys and
girls in their organisations.
• Ask God to give strength and guidance to all moving into 2021.
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Retold in verse for children by Carl McManus
with illustrations by Andy Shields.
There once lived a girl with no drama or frills,
Mary, from Nazareth, the town in the hills.
One night came a guest with no knock on the door.
She had been alone, but not anymore.
An angel appeared, “I bring news like no other,
God’s son is coming, And you’ll be His mother!”
“When you look at the child, you will see in his face
He is special, a king and a bringer of grace.
He’ll be laid in a manger, without royal decree,
And he will be the Saviour who’ll set the world free.”

Next came the news that a trip was ahead,
For Mary and Joseph, who were soon to be wed.
Bethlehem called them, a census went live
But the timing meant soon the child could arrive
And surely enough when they entered the town,
The baby was coming - the clock had ticked down.
“Mary, keep going - you’ll soon see his face
He’ll be special, a king and a bringer of grace.
We’ve readied the manger, no need for decree,
He’s coming, the Saviour who’ll set the world free.”
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The infant was born and then placed in a manger
But not much later came the knock of a stranger.
Some shepherds arrived - they had been with their sheep
When an angel appeared in the midst of their sleep.
“The Saviour is born, and here in this place”,
So the shepherds shot off at incredible pace.
When they looked at the child they could see in his face
He was special, a king and a bringer of grace.
He was laid in a manger, without royal decree,
But this was the Saviour they were desperate to see.
Then came another knock on the door
A few more arrivals, perhaps three or four.
These men were kingly, with a robe and a crown
And upon their arrival, three gifts they set down.
Incense for God, gold for a King,
Myrrh for his death are the presents we bring.
When they looked at the child they could see in his face
He was special, a king and a bringer of grace.
He was laid in a manger, without royal decree,
But this was the Saviour they had travelled to see.
And as all the commotion had settled in town,
Mary breathed deeply and, smiling, looked down.
While watching her baby at peace as he slept
She remembered the promise the angel had kept.
The Son of her God, her son, was here.
A beautiful thought, which came with a tear.
When she looked at the child she could see in his face
He was special, a king and a bringer of grace.
He was laid in a manger, without royal decree,
But this is the Saviour of you and of me.
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The Nativity at Night

(After the painting by Geertgen tot Sint Jans)
He who is our day
Is born at night.
Laid on the winter Hay,
A summer’s king.
With his own light
He shines on everything.
His mother’s face
Upon him bends
Its wondering grace;
She kneels before,
Joining her hands
In curious prayer.
Here for you all
His life is laid
In an ox’s stall
He, born of man
And virgin maid
Is God’s own Son.

Go, worship Him
With gift and prayer,
He who without sin
Bids you with loving kindness take
Pity on one another, for
His dear sake.
That in His sunny paradise above
You, too, may know His mercy,
Peace and Love.’
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James Kirkup

